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About This Game

Rescue the King from of a Evil Mage!
Get a beautiful Princess’ hand in marriage!

Use various equipment and artifacts!
Dodge from enemies attack and jump over the spikes!

Enjoy pixel retro stylistics!
Have you already done this before? Do it again!

PLPA is a dynamic platformer with a combo system and special strikes, there is also a bit of rogue-lite genre. The principal aim
is to get through all floors of the Dark Tower and outfight the main antagonist a Evil Mage. That’s not easy due to a instant death

which is followed by a full castle structure regeneration.

First of all, success in the game depends on player’s skills, not on random. The player learns the game mechanics, operation of
certain artifacts, items, skills and also behavior of enemies and bosses. The keynote of this gameplay is for a gamer to learn

from mistakes and pump his own skills, but not only the protagonist’s ones.

-The main thing about the game is having fun! No farming and excessive complexity.A gamer will face lots of fun things,
unusual situations, easter eggs and references to other games. Self-irony also takes place.
-The total generation of location structure, objects, artifacts, traps, enemies and bosses.

-12 characters, different in performance and equipment.
-Create equipment and pump it with stones, runes and enchantment.

-Hidden features and events.
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-All of this and much more are seasoned by hurricane-like action with various strikes, skills and spells!
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Title: Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
EfimovMax
Publisher:
EfimovMax
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2016
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You're through the entire game in about 30 minutes and the first half of the achievements is based on completing it with every
other character, the other half of the achievements is based on luck and it's more likely to win the lottery than to get them all.
What a bummer.. Release Update: This game looked like there was going to be more content to offer and had potential, but
seems the devs either ran out of ideas or considered it to be done. My view of it doesn't change overall, but I am disappointed
that this is the final product of it. :(

Early Access View:
This game was given to me as a gift after giving my friend a gift... yay gift exchaning!

You don't need much gameplay time to understand how this game works. I would get this game on sale than $5 though, despite
how long you may be playing it.

The screenshots reminded me a lot of Rogue Legacy, but more pixelated. Apparently I was wrong on that... so much.

I see this more as arcade style than Rogue-Like though. Difficult with randomized level layouts, but doesn't seem that all
punishing as other Rogue-Likes are when you die.

The controls feel... very awkward and difficult getting used to. Be great to rebind them. Pretty much the only issue I have.

There's no bugs or glitches, doesn't crash, story is purposely generic with a reason. This will be a good time waster when I have
nothing else to do, but I don't see myself investing too much into it.

-----

Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group:
BluePaw's Underrated Games List
Join and/or follow if you wish.. Finnished this within 42 minutes, probably wont be playing again. Most characters are simply
horrible like the "hunter" whose arrows have a very tight hitbox etc.
And the enemies are just moving around, not attacking (some of them have incredibly simple attacks) Bosses were ok.
. Rife with bugs, but great fun! This game has a ton of potential. I hope when they get finished they revamp all of the art and
tighten up the gameplay and release a sequel. Well worth it at twice the price.

Update: Well, the game released. Honestly, I felt it released a bit early. It's been about 2 months and there haven't been any
updates. I figured there would be more coming, but at this point I feel the game was released a little early, and could have used
some more polish. It is probably worth $5 to most, so that should definitely factor into your decision. I would wait until it's a
dollar though, as there isn't much here even 2 months after release :\/. You're through the entire game in about 30 minutes and
the first half of the achievements is based on completing it with every other character, the other half of the achievements is
based on luck and it's more likely to win the lottery than to get them all. What a bummer.. Okey, here we go! This game is the
best underated game here! Well, there's no action with mouse, but that's not a big of a deal! Kill everything, stay alive, complete
dungen, repeat! And have nice time with this game, because you should! And btw, R.I.P my friends cat. He didn't have enought
time to kill me.... I enjoyed it but the controlls are weird and some of the interfaces are difficult to use.. Princess Loot Pixel
Again is a very simple game - but that doesn't mean it isn't fun.

At it's core, it's a simple action/platformer game where the dungeon changes and your character resets every time you die, which
is often enough. Still, you lose so little, and the game is so short (maybe 20 minutes from start to a successful end), it doesn't
feel like you lose much.

One problem I have is that it feels like any playthrough is determined directly by the special items I find in the first few levels.
Sure, there's still skill involved and you could beat the game with none - but when your game starts with four special powers the
play is so much visibly easier than otherwise that it's almost not worth continuing if your first few levels don't have anything.

All in all, I liked it. I'm working on beating it with the last few characters, and it was totally worth the price.. The game is
uninteresting Rogue Legacy knockoff. It is quite boring and doesn't offer much. There are few generic enemies that offer
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nothing new, items that never expalin what they do and weird item progress system (any armour you find increase your defense
even if you just found scarf to replace your full helmet). The game also offers very few different screens and they repeat very
often. You are to encounter rooms X connected to rooms Y a Z only to room Z to lead to another room X connected to another
room Y and Z. Once I had too almost identical floors in row with 90% identical room and content placement.
The game has many classes but they are mostly for difficulty. Warrior is the easiest one and necromancer the hardest one.
Necromancers are cool, right? Do you know what his abilities are? None. He just has fraction of health of other characters
(Warrior has 40 and Necro 5 - that's less than one hit to die) and no special ability whatsoever. So what makes him
necromancer? Beats me.
Other characters at leasth have 1 special skill they can use and ranger has ranged attack.
Maybe there is something more to the classes but I haven't found it.
Unfortunately the game did nothing to m ake me persist and discover it and I can't really recommend it.
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Gameplay is similar to Rogue Legacy, but is very far from it. Everything related to gameplay is cheap: enemies, heroes, traps,
loot and so on. Art sucks aswell, I don't even want to bother myself describing it, just look at these screenshots.

3/10. I decided to buy this game because I got a voucher for 90% off, and tbf it's a nice little time waster which has had obvious
effort put into it, and it really surprised me.

The gameplay is simple but fun, occansionally I would get a little bit messed up from the character not turning properly but
that's probably just me being bad at the game :P Another thing I really liked about this game was the soundtrack, I would be
interested to know what the music is for the first floor if anyone knows\/dev responses to my review.

In addition to this there are achievements and trading cards, all in all, a solid little game for 40p!

7\/10. Rescue the King from of a Evil Mage!
Get a beautiful Princess’ hand in marriage!
Use various equipment and artifacts!
Dodge from enemies attack and jump over the spikes!
Enjoy pixel retro stylistics!
Have you already done this before? Do it again!. Nice Graphic Style (Pixel Art)!
But gravitation ingame is to low.
Good Game!. Princess Loot Pixel Again is a very simple game - but that doesn't mean it isn't fun.

At it's core, it's a simple action\/platformer game where the dungeon changes and your character resets every time you die,
which is often enough. Still, you lose so little, and the game is so short (maybe 20 minutes from start to a successful end), it
doesn't feel like you lose much.

One problem I have is that it feels like any playthrough is determined directly by the special items I find in the first few levels.
Sure, there's still skill involved and you could beat the game with none - but when your game starts with four special powers the
play is so much visibly easier than otherwise that it's almost not worth continuing if your first few levels don't have anything.

All in all, I liked it. I'm working on beating it with the last few characters, and it was totally worth the price.. I know theres
replayablity in this game but the lack changing content makes it not fun.
I beat the game in 30minutes on my first try (Maybe i got really lucky?)
When i beat the game all i was given was a screen that says "Again?" None of my buttons worked so i had to close the game.
This game clearly has influences from the "Binding of Isaac" games.

Personal thoughts:

Good
--------
Too easy
Great soundtrack
Was fun for the half hour I played it

Bad
--------
Too short
Not enough content (Theres upwords of 200 sprites in the game, counting items, backgrounds, characters, and monsters)
The bottom floors feel the same as the top floors

Ideas
--------
Differnt music for differnt floors
More varity ( of floors and monsters )
Stat keeper that follows how many times you beat the game\/monsters killed\/gameovers
Unlockables so theres more motive to replay the game.
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Good game but lacking ALOT of content
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